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Stratification and two glass-like thermal
transitions in aged polymer films†

L. Pradipkanti,a Mithun Chowdhury b and Dillip K. Satapathy *a

Using X-ray reflectivity, spectroscopic ellipsometry and Raman spectroscopy, we have studied the

stratified structure and the two glass-like thermal transitions in sufficiently aged glassy polystyrene films.

We find that favorable interaction between the solid substrate and the polymer film induces stratification

within the film resulting in different densities across the film thickness. Existence of two glass-like

thermal transitions (one at 70 1C and the other at 95 1C) is independently confirmed by temperature

dependent spectroscopic ellipsometry and Raman spectroscopy measurements. Interestingly, the

thermal coefficient of expansion of the polymer film displays anomalous behavior with temperature and

is found to have the lowest value over the temperature range 70–95 1C, i.e. between the two observed

glass-like thermal transition temperatures.

Introduction

Polymer glasses have been vastly used as nanoscale layers in
functional devices and large-scale coatings. In general, mobility
of glassy polymer molecules is low enough to be considered,
being essentially frozen-in. However, in reduced volume such
as in thin films, when polymer glasses have increasing amounts
of interfaces, those are known to show astonishingly distinct
thermodynamic, kinetic and mechanical properties.1–5 A few
peculiar properties of polymer thin films are the altered
glass transition temperature (Tg),1,6–13 anomalous thermal
expansivity,3,14–17 the long-lived residual stresses from non-
equilibrated polymer chains17–20 and change in viscosity.21–24

Among these, since its first observation about two decades
ago,13 a shift in Tg in solid-supported thin films has been
presented in several contexts, such as finite size effects of
polymers,1,25 interaction with the substrate1,8 leading to a
stratified structure12,26 or an irreversibly adsorbed layer.1,27,28

These studies necessarily invoked investigation of ‘‘distribution of
Tgs rather than a single Tg’’.29 While fluorescence measurements
directly probed spatial distribution of Tg

11 and structural
relaxation,30 sum-frequency generation measurements probed
depth-resolved local polymer conformation,31 and capillary

nanoshearing experiment23 directly quantified spatial distribu-
tion of effective viscosity; a vast amount of studies relied on
the consideration of a layer-model, which assumes a polymer
film to be comprised of layers of different viscosities21,22

or densities,12,26,32 finally leading to a gradient response of
properties including Tg. Perhaps consideration of ‘spatially
distributed mobility’ itself can lead to broadening in single Tg

in thinner films.32–34 Moreover, depending on the extent of
confinement and the nature of ‘spatial distribution’, the obser-
vation of more than one Tg seems possible.35–38

The broadening of Tg in polystyrene (PS) thin films was first
observed by Kawana and was subsequently explained in terms
of the liquid-like mobile layer present at the film surface,32 in
agreement with the earlier idea.13 Further, such broadening
was addressed in terms of relative discrepancies between the
different dynamic measurements33,34 and the dynamic hetero-
geneities in polymer films.39 Later on, multiple Tgs have been
reported in supported polymer thin films by using enhanced
Raman scattering,35 multi-wavelength spectroscopic ellipsometry36

and atomic force microscopy,40 where a layered structure within
the polymer film was anticipated as its origin. Using transmission
ellipsometry, Pye also observed two Tgs in free-standing films of
high molecular weight (MW) PS for thickness less than 70 nm.37

In this case, occurrence of two Tgs was discussed in terms of two
simultaneously acting separate mechanisms of enhanced mobility
propagating from the confined thin film surface. Very recently,
Glor et al. identified two glass transitions in ultrathin P2VP films
on a Si/Si–O substrate. They explained it considering the gradients
in dynamics from two competing effects: enhanced mobility at the
free surface and sluggish dynamics at the attractive substrate
interface leading to stratification within the film.38 Two charac-
teristic time scales of equilibration were found during physical
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aging (enthalpy recovery) in bulk-PS of different molecular
weights.41 While such equilibration time could be comparable
to the a-process of polymers responsible for glass transition,42

there are several reports showing decoupling among Tg, surface
mobility and segmental relaxation dynamics in thin confined
polymer films.8,21,43,44 This whole scenario invokes the absolute
necessity to reconsider the occurrence of multiple Tgs in detail,
perhaps in a sufficiently aged and low-MW polymer film atop a
solid substrate. Here the effect of film thickness should not show
pronounced confinement induced reduction in Tg and hence
could signify the role of substrate and relaxation (during physical
aging) in the underlying mechanism.

Here, we establish the direct evidence for stratification
occurring in a prolonged physically aged PS film with a nominal
thickness of B85 nm and demonstrate that physical aging is
playing a decisive role in the observation of two glass-like thermal
transitions. The thermal transitions observed in our polymer film
are most possibly similar to the two glass transitions,35–38 but in
the absence of direct correlation of the mobility and the dynamics
of the layer we will limit them saying ‘glass-like thermal
transitions’ throughout the discussion. Two glass-like thermal
transitions for the PS film are revealed from two disparate
experimental techniques, namely, hot-stage spectroscopic
ellipsometry and temperature dependent Raman spectroscopy.
The existence of two distinct glass-like transitions is correlated
to the physical aging of the stratified PS film. The stratification of
the PS film is confirmed from the presence of two critical angles of
PS in the plateau region of the X-ray reflectivity profile. We provide
a direct and simple picture for the interdependence of aging and
the appearance of two glass-like thermal transitions.

Materials and methods
Sample preparation

Monodisperse and low-MW PS (Mw = 20 kD, Mw/Mn = 1.02,
Tonset

g B 96 1C (see Fig. S1 in the ESI†)) was used as received
from Sigma Aldrich. The Si(100) wafer was cleaved into 1 cm �
1 cm pieces and the pieces were used as substrates. Prior to
spin coating of the PS solution in toluene, first the substrates
were heated with piranha (H2SO4 : H2O2 = 3 : 1) solution for
10 min and were subsequently treated with hydrofluoric acid
(5% in volume) for 5 min. This makes the substrate free from
organic contaminants and yields a hydrogen passivated Si/Si–H
surface. Afterwards, the Si/Si–H substrates were thoroughly
washed with Milli-Q water and were dried by flushing pure
nitrogen gas. PS films were then prepared by spin-coating PS
solutions of various concentrations onto the cleaned Si/Si–H
substrates at a spin speed of 9000 rpm for 120 s. Finally, the
prepared films were annealed at 110 1C for 12 h and were
cooled naturally to room temperature. Next, the films were aged
at room temperature inside a vacuum desiccator (pressure was
maintained at 740 mm Hg) for 6 months. Annealing and such
long duration of aging should completely get rid of preparation
induced stresses, which should be anyway small or non-existent
for a low-MW polymer.17,20 It is worth mentioning that residual

stress has been shown to have negligible effects on glass
dynamics.45 To verify the role of physical aging in the occur-
rence of two glass-like thermal transitions, control experiments
were done with freshly prepared and annealed films.

X-ray reflectivity

A Rigaku SmartLab X-ray reflectometer was used to perform
out-of-plane specular X-ray reflectivity (XRR) measurements in
which the samples were illuminated with an X-ray beam in
y� 2y geometry. To select a particular X-ray wavelength (lCuKa =
1.5406 Å), germanium(220) 2-bounce crystals were used as the
monochromator. Incident and receiving slits of respective
widths 0.05 mm and 0.2 mm were inserted in the incident
and the reflected X-ray beams, respectively, to enhance the
collimation of the incident X-ray beam and to increase the
signal-to-noise ratio of the reflected X-ray beam. The reflected
intensity was recorded in the 2y range from 01 to 41 (at an
angular resolution of 0.0011) using a point detector. The
scattering wave vector, Qz, was calculated using the relation

Qz ¼
4p
l
sin y, where y is half the angle between the incident and

the scattered X-ray beam, and l is the wavelength of the incident
X-ray beam. The reproducibility of the XRR profile even after
12 months from the fabrication of the polymer film is shown in
Fig. 1(a) and thus illustrates the stability of the sample. In addition,
the X-ray rocking scans recorded at 2y = 0.61 (black curve) and at
2y = 1.01 (red curve) of the PS film aged for 6 months are shown in
Fig. 1(b). The low intensity of the Yoneda wings (marked by the
black down arrows) and the absence of additional modulations in
the rocking scans suggest lack of correlated roughness and demon-
strate high quality of the polymer film.46,47 The XRR profile was
fitted using the GenX algorithm48 to extract the film thickness and
the electron density profile (EDP) of the PS film.

Spectroscopic ellipsometry

Temperature dependent ellipsometry measurements were
performed by using HTC200 HeatCellt integrated with a

Fig. 1 (a) XRR profiles of the as-prepared PS film (black curve), after
6 months (red curve) and 12 months (blue curve) of aging in a vacuum
desiccator. XRR profiles are shifted vertically for clarity. (b) Rocking scans
recorded at 2y = 0.61 (black curve) and 2y = 1.01 (red curve) of the PS film
aged for 6 months. The black down arrows indicate the Yoneda wings
observed in the rocking scans. Mw of PS = 20 kD and film thickness B85 nm.
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multi-wavelength spectroscopic ellipsometer (M-2000, J.A.
Woollam Co., Inc.) to extract the refractive index and film
thickness as a function of temperature for the PS films. The
measurements were carried out in an ambient atmosphere at
different temperatures varying from 30 1C to 120 1C (with an
interval of 5 1C from 30 1C to 60 1C and with an interval of 2 1C
from 60 1C to 120 1C). The accuracy in the measured tempera-
ture is �0.01 1C. The heating rate of 2 1C min�1 is used for
increasing the temperature. Prior to the ellipsometry measure-
ment, the sample was kept for 3 min at a fixed temperature to
achieve uniform heating across the sample. The ellipsometric
parameters, C (the amplitude ratio of the reflectivity for
p-polarized light to that for s-polarized light) and D (the phase
difference between p- and s-polarized light), were recorded at
the incident angle of 701 in the wavelength range from 370 nm
to 1000 nm. Note that the typical accuracies of C and D are
0.031 and 0.021, respectively. Since PS is transparent in the
examined spectral range, the Cauchy dispersion relation given

by nPSðlÞ ¼ Aþ B

l2
þ C

l4
[A, B and C are the amplitude, shape

and curvature, respectively, of the refractive index versus wave-
length profile and l is the wavelength of the incident light] is
adopted to model the refractive index of PS.

Raman spectroscopy

Raman spectra of the PS films were recorded at various tem-
peratures ranging from 30 1C to 120 1C using a Horiba Jobin
Yvon LabRam HR800 UV Raman spectrometer (with spectral
resolution up to 1.5 cm�1) equipped with a Linkam THMS 600
hot-stage. The measurements were carried out with diffraction
grating at 600 lines per mm and an excitation source
of wavelength 488 nm operated at 15 mW with a CCD detector
cooled at �70 1C. At each temperature, ten spectra with an
integration time of 20 s were averaged to obtain the data.

Results and discussion

Fig. 2(a) shows the footprint corrected XRR profile with prominent
and equi-spaced Kiessig fringes for an B85 nm thick PS film
coated on a Si/Si–H substrate. The XRR profile is fitted using a
three-layer model (red solid curve) and the corresponding EDP is
shown in the inset of Fig. 2(a). This model assumes a polymer film
to be comprised of three layers having different electron densities.
The bottom layer adjacent to the substrate has higher density,
the middle layer has density close to the bulk value of PS and the
topmost layer which is exposed to the ambient environment has
the lowest density with very small (ca. 2 nm) thickness. This
observation is in line with the existence of a highly mobile surface
layer in thin glassy PS films having thickness reported on the
same order of a few nm.1,9,49,50 It can be noted that the presence
of a native oxide layer above the Si substrate is not taken into
account in the fitting, following the reported literature wherein
the Si substrate is treated in a similar manner.51,52 Existence of
the denser layer at the substrate interface could be a result of
multiple phenomena occurring due to the polymer–substrate
interaction and adsorption of the polymer,27,28,38,52 which will

be discussed further in detail. However, it is noted that the EDP
extracted from the best fit of the XRR data is not unique because
of the well-known phase loss of the scattered amplitude and
also due to the limited angular range of the reflectivity
measurements.51

A further justification for using the model with a densified
layer near the substrate to fit the XRR profile comes from the
calculation of the autocorrelation function. This function can
be defined as the autocorrelation of the derivative of the
electron density r(z) and is given as53

PðrÞ ¼ 1

rs2

ðþ1
�1

drðzÞ
dz

drðzþ rÞ
dz

dz

where rs is the electron density of the substrate.
The autocorrelation function can be obtained from Fourier

transform of the reflectivity data R(kz) within the validity of the
first Born approximation. Thus, we can write

PRðrÞ ¼
1

2p

ðþ1
�1

R kzf
� �

RF kzf
� � exp 2ikzf r

� �
dkzf

where kzf is the component of the wave vector perpendicular to
the interface between film and substrate and RF(kzf) is the
Fresnel reflectivity calculated at kzf. However, the first Born
approximation cannot be applied at very low incident angles.
Therefore, the autocorrelation function computed from the
reflectivity data is generally known as pseudoautocorrelation
function.53 As shown in Fig. 2(b), pseudoautocorrelation
functions computed from the measured reflectivity data (black
solid curve) and the simulated reflectivity data using the afore-
mentioned three-layer model (red dotted curve) match well
and consist of a peak around 850 Å. This peak occurs due to
the correlation between air–polymer and polymer–substrate
interfaces, and thus corresponds to the total thickness of the

Fig. 2 (a) XRR profile recorded for a PS (Mw = 20 kD) film with thickness
B85 nm coated on a Si/Si–H substrate (black circles). The red solid curve
is the best fit to the data obtained using a three-layer model (see text).
Inset: Electron density profile obtained from the best fit of the data.
(b) Psuedoautocorrelation function obtained from the measured (black
solid curve) and the simulated (red dotted curve) XRR profiles. The
prominent peak in the pseudoautocorrelation function observed around
850 Å corresponds to the thickness of the polymer film. The dashed ellipse
marks a shoulder near the origin observed in the pseudoautocorrelation
function.
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polymer film. Evidently, we observe a shoulder near the origin
(not a depression) which is marked by the dashed ellipse in
Fig. 2(b). The occurrence of a similar shoulder in the pseudo-
autocorrelation function obtained from the measured reflectivity
data for similar samples is shown in Fig. S2(a) and S3(a) of the ESI.†
It is worth mentioning that Bollinne et al. observed a depression in
the pseudoautocorrelation function near the origin when electron
density is reduced at the polymer–substrate interface, while no
such depression was seen for an enhancement of electron density
at the polymer–substrate interface.53 Therefore, the presence of a
shoulder and the absence of a depression near the origin in the
pseudoautocorrelation function clearly indicate the densification at
the polymer–substrate interface. The existence of strongly adsorbed
PS layer on a Si/Si–H substrate is already known.52

For very small incident angles less than the critical angle of
the material, all the X-rays are reflected and a plateau region is
observed as a result of total external reflection. If a film of less
density is deposited on the top of a substrate with higher
density, two critical angles are expected in the plateau region,
one corresponding to the substrate and the other for the film.
That should be the case for our PS film on a Si/Si–H substrate at
a low incident angle. Interestingly, we observe three critical
angles in the plateau region for our 85 nm thick PS film. The
two critical angles are coming from the two dips seen in the low
Qz range (Qz o 0.032 Å�1) which correspond to PS and the other
critical angle corresponds to the Si substrate. In order to clearly
visualize the two dips coming from the PS film, the first
derivative of the XRR profile in the Qz range r0.05 Å�1 is
shown in Fig. 3. Consequently, the two critical wave vectors of
the PS film corresponding to the two dips are estimated to be
Qc1-PS = 0.0215 Å�1 and Qc2-PS = 0.0245 Å�1, and that of the Si
substrate is Qc-Si = 0.0317 Å�1.

Since critical wave vectors are characteristic of the average
electron density of the material,54 the presence of two critical
wave vectors of the PS film indicates that there are two distinct

layers of different electron densities in the film. This, in turn,
confirms the well-defined stratified structure of the polymer
film, which has been reported earlier by employing various
techniques.35,36

In order to confirm that the dips are actually coming from
layers of different densities, the XRR profile was simulated
under various scenarios, as depicted in Fig. 3. We note that the
densities used in the simulation are calculated from the critical
wave vectors observed in the measured XRR profile following a
similar approach used by Vignaud et al.51 The first derivative of
the simulated XRR profile for an 85 nm thick PS film with
density corresponding to Qc1-PS deposited on a Si substrate is
shown in Fig. 3(a) and that for density corresponding to Qc2-PS

is given in Fig. 3(b). Furthermore, the first derivative of the
simulated XRR profile for an 85 nm thick PS film with density
distributed according to the three-layer model, wherein the
density of the bottom layer corresponds to Qc2-PS and that of the
middle layer corresponds to Qc1-PS with a top layer of very low
density, is shown in Fig. 3(c).

Notably, the first derivative curve obtained from the mea-
sured XRR profile matches quite well with the three-layer
model, which further confirms the stratification of the PS film.

Furthermore, temperature dependent ellipsometry measure-
ments have been carried out to investigate the effect of stratified
structure on the overall physical properties such as glass transition
and thermal expansion of the polymer film. The variation of the
ellipsometric parameters, C and D (recorded at l = 842 nm), with
temperature for a PS film of initial thickness B85 nm is shown in
Fig. 4(a) and (b), respectively. The evolution of film thickness with
temperature is then depicted in Fig. 4(c). The red straight lines are
the linear fits to the data and the vertical dotted lines mark the
discontinuity in the slopes.

It can be seen in Fig. 4 that the discontinuity in the slopes
of C, D and film thickness vs. temperature plots occurs at
two different temperatures, one at 70 � 2 1C and the other at
95 � 2 1C. Evolution of C, D and film thickness with tem-
perature for two similar samples is shown in Fig. S4 and S5 of
the ESI.† It can be noted that the discontinuity in the slopes of
the response variable (C, D or film thickness) vs. temperature
plot is usually taken as Tg of the confined polymers.55 Therefore,
the clear discontinuities observed in Fig. 4 indicate the occurrence
of two distinct glass-like thermal transitions of the polymer film
under investigation. The glass-like thermal transition observed at
95 1C is close to the Tg of the bulk PS (B96 1C, as determined from
differential scanning calorimetry, DSC).

The thermal coefficients of expansion (TCE) of the PS film in
the three different regions, i.e., below, in between and above
the two glass-like thermal transition temperatures (the shaded
regions in Fig. 4), are calculated from the slopes of the
temperature dependent thickness plot which is shown in
Fig. 4(c). The PS film is expected to be in a glassy state in
region-I and in a rubbery state in region-III with an intermediate
mixed state in region-II. The calculated TCE values are aregion-I =
1.43 � 10�4

1C�1, aregion-II = 0.94 � 10�4
1C�1 and aregion-III =

4.96 � 10�4
1C�1. We note that the TCE of the PS film in region-I

is very close to the TCE in the glassy regime (B1.3� 10�4 K�1), as

Fig. 3 The first derivative of the XRR profile in the Qz range 0.012–0.050 Å�1,
simulated for an 85 nm thick PS film deposited on a Si substrate with (a) density
corresponding to Qc1-PS; (b) density corresponding to Qc2-PS; and (c) density
distributed according to the three-layer model (see text). The symbols are the
experimental data and the red solid curves are the simulated data. The two
critical wave vectors of PS (Qc1-PS and Qc2-PS) are marked by the black arrows.
The vertical dotted line delineates the position of the critical wave vector of the
Si substrate (Qc-Si).
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obtained by Kanaya et al. for film thickness above 65 nm.14 The
TCE in region-III is also in good agreement with the findings
of Orts et al.,16 where they reported a TCE of 4.21 � 10�4 K�1 in
the rubbery regime for a PS film of thickness 83 nm. Surprisingly,
the TCE of the PS film in region-II is found to be the smallest
(about 34% less than that of region-I) and thus displays unusual
behavior. Our measurements clearly and reproducibly demon-
strate that TCE (region-II) o TCE (region-I) o TCE (region-III).

This is in contrast to the findings of Pye56 and Glor et al.,38

where a systematic increase in TCE was observed from region-I
to region-III for free-standing PS and supported P2VP films,
respectively. What could be the reason for the unusual TCE in
the intermediate temperature window? Assuming that the two
observed transitions are real glass transitions, Pye calculated the
fraction of the film which solidifies at the lower transition on

cooling through the upper transition as
aregion-II � aregion-I
aregion-III � aregion-I

� �
.56

Using the same approach and taking only the magnitude, we
estimated that about 14% of the film is still mobile in region-II.
Since a large portion of mobility is still frozen-in, we believe that
polymer film in region-II is still carrying some entropic aspects of
non-equilibrium polymer chain conformations from preparation,
that might be contributing to the anomalous behavior of
TCE. Such polymer chain conformations are reportedly long-
lived even when annealing above Tg is expected to reduce a
significant amount of residual stresses.19,20 Reiter proposed
anomalous thickness changes in spin-coated glassy polymer films
at intermediate temperature of aging/annealing19 and unusual
thermal expansivity was reported in several non-annealed thin
polymer films.3,14–16

Additionally, we raise the possibility of having a very thin
adsorbed polymer layer at the substrate interface. Recently it
was found that such adsorbed layers have unusually higher
thermal expansion in comparison to the bulk film which could
lead to reduced TCE on sufficiently annealed films.27 While due
to the packing frustration of polymer chains and excess free
volume such adsorbed layer interface should have low density,
especially at the early stage of not-fully-immobilized thin
layering,27 modeling our experimental data could not isolate
such region. It is worth mentioning that prolonged annealing/
aging and adsorption of the polymer at the substrate may lead
to an overall increase in film density as found earlier for PVAc
water-uptake experiments.57

During physical aging, relaxation of enthalpy traversing
down towards equilibrium is expected which generally causes
overshoot in specific heat in DSC measurements.6 We found
similar overshoot in TCE only in physically aged films (Fig. 5(a)).
Surprisingly such overshoots were occurring at both the glass-like
thermal transition temperatures, possibly indicating two relaxa-
tion processes associated with those two transitions (Fig. 5(a)).
This idea may be qualitatively similar to the two-stage equili-
bration process observed in bulk PS upon prolonged physical
aging.6,41 In general, a denser layer is expected to be associated
with higher Tg. This explanation is also in accordance with the
widely reported reduction in Tg of polymer thin films, where poor
packing of polymer chains is expected in thin confined dimen-
sions leading to low density.19 We believe that substrate inter-
action induced stratification could be another origin of multiple
glass-like thermal transitions observed in polymer films.35,36,38

However, since our freshly prepared films did show only a single
thermal transition (Fig. S6 of the ESI†), the role of physical aging
is evident in our experiments. Moreover, the observed overshoot
in TCE is clearly absent for freshly prepared films (Fig. 5(b)).
In passing, we have checked the enthalpy (or volume) relaxation

Fig. 4 Variation of the ellipsometric parameters (a) C and (b) D with
temperature, acquired at the wavelength l = 842 nm; (c) film thickness
as a function of temperature for a PS (Mw = 20 kD) film of initial thickness
B85 nm. The red straight lines are the linear fits to the respective data and
the vertical dashed lines portray the positions of the two glass-like thermal
transition temperatures. The shaded areas mark the three different regions,
i.e., below, in between and above the two glass-like thermal transition
temperatures. The error bars in the thickness vs. temperature plot are
smaller than the symbol size.
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behavior expected for aging polymer glasses. We found that TCE
below the thermal transition for the freshly prepared film is
1.38 � 10�4

1C�1, which is less than that of the glassy state in
region-I of the aged film (1.43 � 10�4

1C�1).
Experimental techniques like XRR and ellipsometry are used

in this work for probing the film thickness (sample volume); so
for further confirmations of those glass-like thermal transitions
we relied on spectroscopic techniques. Raman spectroscopy
has been used as a technique to find Tg of polymer thin films
and the value is known to agree well with Tg determined by
employing other techniques such as ellipsometry and Brillouin
light scattering.35,58 This indicates that Raman spectroscopy,
which is primarily sensitive to dynamics of molecular bonds of
the material, can also be used to probe the local polymer chain
mobility, polymer chain interactions and the associated ther-
mal transition in the polymer thin film.35 In fact, the vibrations
of inter-atomic bonds are inherently related to the segmental
motion and the dynamics of the polymer chains.

The Raman spectrum of the stratified PS film recorded at
room temperature and the Raman shifts of two different Raman
modes as a function of temperature are shown in Fig. 6(a)–(c),
respectively. The measurements are limited to the wave numbers
starting from 1200 cm�1 to 3500 cm�1 in order to avoid those
intense peaks arising from the Si substrate underneath (occurring
at 519 cm�1 and in the range 900–1100 cm�1). The six peaks
observed at 1326 cm�1 (C–C stretching), 1450 cm�1 (scissor bend
between two C–H bonds), 1603 cm�1 (aromatic ring vibration),
2856 cm�1 (symmetric aliphatic C–H stretching band), 2909 cm�1

(asymmetric aliphatic C–H stretching band) and 3057 cm�1

(aromatic C–H stretching band) are the characteristic peaks of
PS and are marked by the blue arrows in the inset of Fig. 6(a).59

Two Raman modes occurring at around 2909 cm�1 and 3057 cm�1

were chosen for further investigation as a function of temperature
for two reasons: first, these Raman modes are intense and have a
better signal-to-noise ratio; second, the Raman mode at 2909 cm�1

corresponds to the aliphatic C–H stretching band and the Raman
mode at 3057 cm�1 corresponds to the aromatic C–H stretching
band. The Raman shifts for the two aforementioned modes,
obtained by peak fitting using the Gaussian function after proper
background correction (as shown in Fig. 6(a)), are plotted
as a function of temperature in Fig. 6(b) and (c), respectively.

Two prominent minima (marked by the two black down arrows
in Fig. 6(b) and (c)) in the Raman shift vs. temperature plots are
observed for both the Raman modes and interestingly, the
temperatures at which the minima occur match well with the
glass-like thermal transition temperatures observed by spectro-
scopic ellipsometry. Similar minima observed in the Raman shift

Fig. 5 Thermal coefficient of expansion (a) as a function of temperature
for a (a) sufficiently aged PS film (initial thickness B85 nm) and (b) freshly
prepared PS film (initial thickness B94 nm). The blue arrows mark the two
overshoots observed on heating the sufficiently aged PS film.

Fig. 6 (a) Raman spectrum of the PS film recorded at room temperature
showing the Gaussian fits (red curves) to the aliphatic (B2909 cm�1) and
the aromatic (B3057 cm�1) C–H stretching bands; the area under the
peaks at B2909 cm�1 and B3057 cm�1 is shaded. Inset: Raman spectrum
of the PS film in the wave number range 1200–3500 cm�1; the shaded
portion marks the region wherein temperature dependent Raman analysis
has been carried out and the blue arrows indicate the six well-defined
peaks of PS. Variation of Raman shift with temperature for (b) the aliphatic
(B2909 cm�1) and (c) the aromatic (B3057 cm�1) C–H stretching bands.
The red dashed curves are guides to the eye and the black down arrows
mark the positions of the two minima. Mw of PS = 20 kD and initial film
thickness B85 nm.
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vs. temperature plot for two similar samples are shown in
Fig. S2(b and c) and Fig. S3(b and c) of the ESI.†

It is a well-established fact that Raman frequencies soften
with the increase in temperature due to the lattice expansion,
which in turn is attributed to the anharmonicity of the
interactions between the atoms arising from the change in
temperature.58,60,61 In addition to the overall softening of the
Raman modes with the increase in temperature, the Raman
shift vs. temperature plots exhibit two prominent minima of
nearly similar magnitude, which can be presumed as the
manifestation of two glass-like thermal transitions. This can
be explained qualitatively through the Gruneisen constant (g),
which is given by62

a� V

K � Cv
¼ g ¼ �Dn

n
� V

DV

where a is the thermal expansion, V is the volume, K is the
compressibility, Cv is the heat capacity and Dn is the Raman
shift. It is known that physical properties such as thermal
expansion, compressibility, volume and heat capacity change
drastically at the thermal transition including glass transition.
Thus from the above equation, it is obvious that there will be an
explicit change in Raman shift at the thermal transition.
Raman measurements reveal that the change in Raman shift
for the aliphatic and the aromatic vibrational modes is maximum
at temperatures B70 1C and B100 1C. Interestingly, these
temperatures also correspond to the glass-like thermal transitions
confirmed from spectroscopic ellipsometry measurements, and
therefore, can be presumed as the two glass-like thermal transi-
tions of the stratified PS film.

Thus, the existence of two glass-like thermal transitions is
confirmed independently from temperature dependent spectro-
scopic ellipsometry and Raman spectroscopy measurements.
Furthermore, it has been confirmed from XRR measurements
that the sufficiently aged PS film exhibits a stratified structure
with layers of different densities. We believe that our observation
of two glass-like thermal transitions is clearly distinct compared
to the mechanism of confinement mediated simultaneous mobi-
lities causing two Tgs in ultra high-MW thin free-standing PS
films.37 Our experiments are done on low-MW PS on a favorable
solid substrate, have a very minor effect of confinement on Tg

reduction [Tg(DSC, bulk) � Tg (Ellipsometry, 85 nm film) = 1 1C]
and show a very distinct anomalous thermal expansion between
the two glass-like thermal transition temperatures. Further, the
occurrence of two glass-like transition peaks only in sufficiently
long physical aged films supports the idea of two distinct
relaxation processes previously observed in bulk PS.41 The
existence of two glass-like thermal transitions is in line with
the prior observation of multiple glass transitions in supported
polymer thin films leading to layering or stratification,35,36,38

albeit not physically aged. Additionally, our observation of
two glass-like thermal transitions extends also to Si/Si–H sub-
strates, in contrast to the previous observation on i-PMMA36

and P2VP38 films limited to Si/Si–O substrates. Since both the Si
substrates can lead to substantial adsorption of PS,28,52 in fact,
our experimental observations seem more robust.

Conclusions

In conclusion, we have revealed a stratified structure in a
supported polystyrene film of thickness B85 nm by employing
X-ray reflectivity. The film is found to be comprised of a bottom
layer with higher density near the substrate, a middle layer with
density close to the bulk value and a top layer of very less
density. Further, two glass-like thermal transitions, one at 70 1C
and another at 95 1C (which is around the bulk Tg of PS), are
observed through hot-stage spectroscopic ellipsometry and
Raman spectroscopy in prolonged physically aged PS films.
These two transitions are further discussed in the context
of substrate induced stratification and physical aging. Such a
localized aspect of Tg and density is well in accordance with the
previously reported fluorescence measurements,11 and further
depth-resolved studies on viscosity23 and thermal relaxation31

in PS films. Our results indicate that glass dynamics may not be
described exclusively by one time scale, rather two time scales
during physical aging are responsible.6,41 Moreover, we observe
anomalous thermal expansion in between the two glass-like
thermal transition temperatures. Future experiments should
aim to understand the exact underlying mechanism of the
appearance of multiple thermal transitions in detail, such as
by varying film thickness, varying the duration of physical aging
and controlling substrate–film interaction leading to irreversible
adsorption, further correlating to dynamical measurements. It
could shed some light on any possible correlation or decoupling
between multiple Tgs and overall film dynamics.
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